thologous yeast proteins have also been reported to general observation that essential proteins in the germline dataset are more likely to interact with each other than with nonessential proteins suggested that large- To test if this type of correlation can be used for multicellular organisms Given the expected pleiotropic nature of the proteins involved in the interactions described above, we investiand to assess whether it could be extended to multiple, combined expression profiles, the germline interactome gated how large numbers of defined cellular phenotypes, rather than a few organismal phenotypes, could map was correlated with a C. elegans transcriptome map obtained by measuring the expression of most also be used to improve interactome maps. A total of 47 phenotypic descriptors were analyzed by time-lapse worm genes across 553 different experiments [11] (Figure 2B ). In the resulting "topomap", expression clusters microscopy following RNAi of each one of 161 EmbgORFs [34] . We attempted to overlap the interactome are visualized as "mountains" [11] . First, we assessed the number of heterotypic interactions observed bemap with the phenotypic clusters, or "phenoclusters" [20] , obtained by grouping such descriptors by virtue of tween the products of gORFs that belong to common mountains ("intra-mountain" interactions). A uniform their level of similarity [34] . Ten of the 52 "Emb-gORFs" corresponding to proteins involved in heterodimeric indistribution would predict 23% intra-mountain interactions; however, the observed percentage is 50% (21/42) teractions in the core germline interactome map were analyzed at this level (Table 2, early C. elegans embryo. The two-hybrid interactions of 
